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Abstract
This investigation examined if rare target identification

exacerbates activation in the locus coeruleus (LC), which

facilitates task-relevant stimulus processing via

noradrenergic (NE) projections. According to the LC-NE

hypothesis (Nieuwenhuis et al., 2005), a refractory

period follows increased LC activation, weakening post-

stimulus processing. If rare target identification

exacerbates LC activation, then a prolonged LC

refractory period should be observed, relative to

detecting frequent targets. This prediction was supported

in the attentional blink (AB) paradigm, where identifying

rare targets amplifies the AB. Larger pupillary responses,

an LC activity index, also followed rare target

identification, reflecting increased processing demands

compared to common targets.

Results (Pupillary Responses)
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The Low-Prevalence Effect (LPE)

• The LPE occurs when observers miss rare targets more 

frequently than common targets (1, 2).

• It is a robust effect, replicated multiple times and across 

multiple contexts, such as: Radiology (3), baggage 

screening (4), and ID verification (5).

Discussion

• Pupillary responses were larger following the identification 

of rare, relative to common, targets.

• This reflects a stronger LC phasic response to rare targets, 

consistent with Ashton-Jones et al. (1994).

• A consequence of increased LC activation is a prolonged

refractory period, which produced a stronger AB following 

rare target identification.

• Our results are broadly consistent with the LC-NE model of 

the AB (10): Stimuli that differentially engage the LC will 

produce differential attentional consequences.

• Because rare targets demand greater LC activity, observers 

become “less ready” to process additional targets after 

spotting them. 

• The LPE manifests as more than just inflated miss rates.

The Attentional Blink (AB)

• Observers identify two targets among a series of rapidly 

presented distractors.

• When a second target (T2) occurs in close temporal 

proximity to the first (T1), observers are likely to miss 

T2 (6). 

• Previous research has shown that detecting low-

prevalence (LP) T1 produce a larger AB (7, 8)

The Present Study

Does rare target identification increase the 

LC phasic response?

• LP targets should produced greater Lag 1-sparing, 

relative to HP targets.

• Pupil dilations should be larger for LP targets, relative 

to HP targets.

Does rare target identification exacerbate the 

LC refractory period?

• The AB should be more likely following LP targets.

• Pupil dilations should be larger during AB trials, 

relative to no AB trials, particularly with LP targets.

LC-NE Hypothesis

• The AB has been attributed to activity of the locus 

coereleus norepinephrine (LC-NE) system (9, 10).

• If T2 occurs during the LC refractory period, it is more 

likely to be missed (11, 14).

• LC activity has been indexed through task-evoked 

pupillary reflexes (12, 15), as phasic pupillary responses 

closely track the time-course of NE release.

Results (Target Identification)
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Method

• Fifty-one observers searched for two letters in a 28-item 

RSVP stream of digits (2-9) and symbols (#, %, &).

• Each item was presented centrally for 15 ms, followed by 

75 ms blank ISI (i. e., presentation rate of 11.11 items/s).

• Four “invisible” blocks of 54 trials.

• T1 prevalence within each block:

“M” (88%; HP T1)

“A” and “R” (6% each; LP T1)

• T2 identity was random (remaining letters of alphabet).

• Pupil sizes recorded monocularly from each observer’s 

dominant eye (EyeLink 1000Plus).

• LP targets produced a 

stronger AB than HP targets 

across lags (right).

• No effect of prevalence on 

Lag 1-sparing.

• No LPE for T1 

identification, although 

results are in expected 

direction (left).

Pupil sizes were baseline corrected for the average diameter 

during the T1 window. 

The search stream was divided into quartiles following the 

onset of T1 to examine transient changes in pupil dilation. 

• Relative to HP T1, pupil 

sizes were larger following 

LP T1 identification (left).

• Although in expected 

direction, Prevalence did not 

interact with the AB.

• Facilitation: Phasic LC 

activity occurs 100-200 ms

post target-onset (11, 12).

• Inhibition: The LC enters a 

refractory stage following 

phasic NE release (13), 200-

450 ms post target-onset.

If so…

If so…

• The Blink effect emerged early,  in Quartiles 1 and 2.

• Prevalence affected pupil size in Quartile 4, approximately 

1100 ms post-T1.

Blink, p = .005

Prevalence, p = .04

Blink, p = .003

Prevalence, p = .01

Lag, p < .001

Interaction, p = .002
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